One contribution of 25 to a Theme Issue 'The virtual physiological human: integrative approaches to computational biomedicine'. While the virtual physiological human (VPH) project has made great advances in human modelling, many of the tools and insights developed as part of this initiative are also applicable for facilitating mechanistic understanding of the physiology of a range of other species. This process, in turn, has the potential to provide human relevant insights via a different scientific path. Specifically, the increasing use of mice in experimental research, not yet fully complemented by a similar increase in computational modelling, is currently missing an important opportunity for using and interpreting this growing body of experimental data to improve our understanding of cardiac function. This overview describes our work to address this issue by creating a virtual physiological mouse model of the heart. We describe the similarities between human-and mouse-focused modelling, including the reuse of VPH tools, and the development of methods for investigating parameter sensitivity that are applicable across species. We show how previous results using this approach have already provided important biological insights, and how these can also be used to advance VPH heart models. Finally, we show an example application of this approach to test competing multi-scale hypotheses by investigating variations in length-dependent properties of cardiac muscle.
Introduction
The virtual physiological human (VPH) project aims to create a framework for collaborative investigation of the human body as a single complex system [1, 2] . Its many sub-projects are focused on creating tools to share resources and observations, as well as developing integrated models of the mechanical, physical and biochemical functions of a human body. Although human models are most directly relevant for clinical purposes, animal models represent a target with often significantly more available experimental data, from both healthy animals and those manipulated in a variety of ways. Of particular relevance, over the past 20 years, there has been an increasing use of mice in experimental research. The number of procedures on mice has steadily risen over the past 20 years, to the extent that in the past year in the UK 71 per cent of all experimental procedures were carried out on mice [3] , while the use of other species such as rats and guinea pigs has steadily decreased.
However, while the experimental literature has revealed many important scientific insights, these murine experimental programmes have not been complemented by a similar focus in computational modelling. This lack of mouse cardiac models is a significant limitation in interpreting the growing body of experimental data. Furthermore, the majority of cardiac frameworks are parametrized using data, or couple electrophysiology, contraction, tissue properties and cardiac geometry from different species, resulting in models whose results cannot be quantitatively compared with experimental data. It is within this context that we assert that the mouse represents the ideal animal for careful species-specific modelling, with significant potential to develop a framework in & 2013 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
which simulation results can be quantitatively compared with in vivo function. Such a temperature-and species-consistent model can be seen as a framework for hypothesis testing, representing various assumptions about the physiology, experimental protocols, and their associated uncertainties. Thus, remaining differences between model and data are more likely to lead to improved understanding of the physiology and experimental methods, rather than being explained by model limitations and inconsistencies. Figure 1 schematically illustrates these challenges and the resulting predictive power in examples of both a species-consistent and a species-inconsistent electromechanical model.
Cardiac models are arguably one of the most developed types of multi-scale organ models, both in general and in the context of the VPH project [2, 4, 5] . This has led to many sophisticated tools for integrating data within cardiac models that are also applicable across species. Among these cardiac frameworks, in this study, we focus on electromechanical models, which integrate mechanical and electrical function across both the cellular and whole organ scale. The motion of cardiac tissue significantly affects the tension generation of muscle cells in the heart, and these feedback systems are of key importance in regulating the heart's pump function. First, length dependence of tension ensures that the heart pump function is increased with blood volume (the Frank-Starling law), through increasing the tension generated by cells as they are stretched. Second, velocity-dependent mechanisms generate complex deformation-dependent effects on tension generation: as cells shorten, the tension generated will decrease first, and then recover above baseline levels on a longer time scale. Integrating these feedback mechanisms and creating an electromechanical model that is consistent with respect to both species and temperature using electrophysiology and contraction data across spatial scales represents a significant undertaking.
This study summarizes the progress on creating this virtual physiological mouse (VPM) model of the heart at physiological temperature and heart rate, in parallel with clinically focused VPH activities. Section 2 reviews some important concepts that are shared between human and mouse cardiac modelling, including the ways in which previous tools developed as part of the VPH initiative have been used to develop the mouse heart framework. Section 3 summarizes several essential ways in which mouse models differ from human cardiac models, and how we have used these differences to our advantage in improving our understanding of murine cardiac physiology. Specifically, we show how the remaining potential for major differences between model predictions and experimental data in a species-consistent virtual mouse heart model can be limited through careful parametrization with knowledge of uncertainty. We then discuss how these advances in modelling the mouse heart can help improve electromechanical models across species. Finally, we present an example application by extending the VPM framework to test a novel hypothesis about cardiac tension generation, and discuss how the framework can be further developed and applied in future work.
Similarities between cardiac modelling in the virtual physiological human and virtual physiological mouse
This section reviews some important concepts underpinning the development of our mouse heart model which are applicable Our approach to mouse modelling. By creating models based on consistent data, the final model represents a virtual mouse heart at body temperature. However, there remains a potential cause for an incorrect prediction in factors by which the heart and the rest of the body affect individual cardiac myocytes, which can be missing in measurements of in vitro cellular data.
rsfs.royalsocietypublishing.org Interface Focus 3: 20120076 across species. Section 2.1 describes the use of VPH tools in developing our model, demonstrating the potential of these tools for greater applicability to cardiac modelling beyond the human context. In §2.2, we describe the use of our research in computational methods for human electromechanics, and their suitability in mouse modelling. Next, we describe our work on model parametrization, which is of increasing importance in computational modelling in general. In this section, we describe our techniques for improving model parametrization through linking experimental constraints to model parameters while visualizing uncertainty.
Virtual physiological human tools
The creation of a new species-specific electromechanical model represented a significant challenge. Fortunately, several VPH tools are readily applicable to assist with this process. First, the electrophysiology models we use are available as a CellML implementation [6, 7] . CellML is an open standard based on XML, and used to store mathematical models across programming languages and modelling tools [8] . Availability of previous work in such a portable language allowed for model reuse free of the errors often associated with the process of re-implementing models, by both our group as well as other researchers [9] . Second, these tools have also allowed us to publish our novel mouse contraction model [10] , allowing other researchers in the field to apply and extend the model efficiently. Particularly, the cellular open resource tool [11] was instrumental in streamlining this process, allowing model equations to be entered in a human-readable format, and the resulting model to be tested for correctness and consistency.
Furthermore, we made use of data processing and meshing tools [12] developed as part of the VPH project euHeart [13] . These tools, which were developed for personalization of human cardiac geometry from a patient's medical MRI data, were able to be applied for the processing of mouse data as well, generating a geometry that more accurately captures the mouse ventricle from MRI data. This required only a minor modification, the re-scaling of the template mesh to be compatible with the smaller size of a mouse heart. Thus, even though the focus of the VPH project is on human modelling, the tools developed are useful across species, and have already helped in developing our model of the mouse heart.
Computational efficiency
Key to integrating experimental data in electromechanics is managing the available time needed to run simulations. Efficient simulations allow for a wider range of modelling investigations, such as parameter sensitivity investigations and running models for several dozen beats. We previously created a set of efficient computational methods for solving cardiac electromechanical simulations in the context of human geometry and cell models [14] . This work included a re-parametrized human contraction model, an efficient cell model solver for a specific family of electrophysiology models, as well as optimizations to the mechanics solution procedure. In converting this human modelling framework to be used for modelling a mouse heart, we found that there are both differences and similarities in solving such electromechanical models. The effort in optimizing the cell model solver was largely non-portable to mouse models, owing to differences in the specific electrophysiology models used. However, as the mouse heart has a similar conduction velocity to human tissue, the required mesh resolution for accurate solutions to continuum models of electrophysiology is similar. As a result of the small size of a mouse heart, this leads to a greatly reduced computational cost for the electrical part of the simulation compared with human-scale simulations. This allows for a computationally efficient calculation of a converged solution of the electrical activation of the heart, and results in the mechanics part of the solution process dominating simulation run-time using standard methods. Alternatively, the small size of the mouse heart could also allow more detailed discrete models to be used to represent whole organ electrophysiology. Such models may be better at representing sharp transmural gradients in repolarization that are important for studying arrhythmias [15] .
By optimizing the mechanics solution process in our human framework, we found that the computational cost for this part of the computation can be reduced by approximately a factor of 50 compared with a standard Newton iteration process. As the mechanics solution process is largely independent of scale, this speed-up is similarly applicable to mouse modelling. Combined with the smaller computational requirements for mouse electrophysiology, multiple models can now quickly be solved on dense electrophysiology meshes on a desktop computer. These advances have enabled extensive studies in sensitivity analyses and model fitting in mice without the need for supercomputing facilities. Thus, our computational framework initially developed for human electromechanical models is potentially even more suitable for mouse models, as the optimizations developed are more effective in this context.
Model parametrization
As outlined in §1, there are a number of important issues relating to model parametrization which are becoming increasingly important in model development. These include the consistency of data sources, knowledge of uncertainty in the model and variability [16] [17] [18] . Our VPM framework seeks to balance the requirements of transparently integrating the best available experimental data from mice for our particular focus, while both being simple enough to be constrained by these data and still representing the underlying biophysical processes involved in contraction.
With this goal, we included the constraining effect of experimental data on the choice of model parameters using a novel visualization [19] . Figure 2a shows an idealized example of this visualization technique. We start with a computational model of a biological system that has several parameters not directly constrained by a single experimental measurement. Instead, several high-level outputs of the model are constrained by experimental data, each of which limits the parameter space of the model. The full visualization of the parameter space would require vast computational resources, and the result would be difficult to interpret. However, a standard one-dimensional parameter variation can also miss important effects related to the coupling between parameters, and can likewise result in measures that are difficult to interpret. To overcome these issues, we chose to visualize pairs of parameters in the model, together with the experimental constraints. Investigating a single pair of parameters at a time, we can visualize each of these constraints as a region in the two-dimensional parameter space. The intersection of all of these constraints results in a 'viable region' for the model parameters. This region shows how well constrained the parameters are by experimental data. Furthermore, the boundaries for this region indicate which experimental data were most useful in constraining it, which can help prioritize future experiments carried out for model development.
In our cellular contraction model, six parameters influence isometric tension development. The full exploration of all pairs of parameters would also be difficult to interpret, owing to the large number of such pairs, many of which would be uninformative. Instead of including all of these cases, we show only those that are most informative, clearly highlighting areas of uncertainties instead of attempting to hide this information. In previous work, we included three of these visualizations, representing pairs of highly coupled parameters. By showing pairs of highly coupled parameters with a clear interpretation in all cases, we were able to identify areas of uncertainty in parameters and suggest where new experimental results could lead to improvements in the model by introducing new or improved constraints into the parametrization process. We have provided a specific example of this in figure 2b. This plot shows our sensitivity analysis for the two parameters that describe the sensitivity of troponin C to calcium and the sensitivity of cross-bridge binding to troponin C. As most experimental measurements are related to crossbridge dynamics and the amount of force, the dynamics of the intermediate biological process are not as constrained, and these two parameters are highly coupled as a result. However, magnitudes and rates of tension development limit both parameters to a narrow band, as shown in the viable region in the sensitivity analysis. This shows that decreasing the uncertainty in one of these parameters would help constrain both of them better.
A suggested refinement to this technique is the inclusion of probability densities of the experimental data, which would lead to a most probable point in the parameter plot. However, for the purposes of our model, and probably many other biological models, the continuous variation of model outputs as a function of their parameters as well as the fairly symmetric uncertainty profile in the correct model outputs means that much of this information is already implicitly present in the distance from the boundaries. Thus, this would lead to a more complex visualization, making the information presented more difficult to understand, without adding significant value.
Advantages of the virtual physiological mouse heart model
As mentioned in §1, a model of a common experimental animal presents an important opportunity for using rich datasets with temperature-and species-specific data. Healthy human cardiac myocytes suitable for experimentation are rare, and this is unlikely to change without significant technological advances. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 discuss these essential differences, and demonstrate how richer datasets can enable different kinds of research. These differences are presented in the context of recent results obtained in both previous and current work that exemplify the advances that are possible in a mouse model.
Results in studying multi-scale deformationdependent effects
Among the advantages of a species-consistent electromechanical model, as shown in figure 1b, are the limited possibilities for a significant model prediction mismatch. Combining this knowledge with information about experimental variability, the limitations of experimental preparation and the parameter sensitivity visualization discussed in §2.3, we can also correct for these remaining uncertainties in the context of a multi-scale model. The two model parameters are constrained using three experimental constraints, visualized in green, red and blue. Each of the coloured lines represents the boundary of a region in which a specific experimental constraint is met, given variation in two parameters. The grey region represents the 'viable region' for the model parameters, which is the intersection of all the regions. This example visualization shows the green constraint as being most useful to refine experimentally, which would especially lead to a better estimate of parameter 1. The blue experimental constraint is too weak to be useful, being met in the vast majority of models, and would not be useful to refine, or include in fitting these model parameters.
(b) Previous model results, for the sensitivity of troponin C binding to calcium ('calcium/troponin sensitivity') and the sensitivity of cross-bridge binding and tension generation to the fraction of bound troponin C ('troponin/cross-bridge sensitivity'). In this particular case, the 'blue' constraint, related to the amount of tension generated, determines most of the constraint for both model parameters. The red and orange constraints also limit the region for parameter 2, although both parameters are still highly coupled. To indicate the relation of the final choice of parameters in the model to these constraints, this choice can be indicated in the visualization, such as by the 'X' in (b).
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As mentioned in §1, among the most important multi-scale effects included in a detailed electromechanical model are feedback effects by which the deformation of the heart influences tension generation of individual cells. These include the length dependence of tension giving rise to the Frank-Starling law of the heart, and the velocity dependence of tension. Including these effects is important for predicting the mechanical behaviour of the heart. However, their underlying mechanisms remain controversial, and in vitro experiments can be limited in providing data for such inherently multiscale effects. In our previous work, the development of an integrated mouse model enabled the correction of limitations in cellular experimental data, and revealed the important role that velocity-dependent coupling mechanisms play in generating ventricular pressure [19] . While model results initially predicted that the shape of ventricular pressure would closely follow the shape seen in isometric tension generation, measurements of ventricular pressure show a significantly different shape. These measurements show a rapid increase in pressure, followed by a slowing of pressure development, leading to a plateau phase in which pressure is nearly constant while blood is being ejected. Only at the end of this phase does pressure rapidly decrease. Through knowledge of uncertainties in the cellular experimental data, along with a knowledge of the effects of different parameters through extensive parameter sensitivity analyses, we were able to identify velocity-dependent coupling mechanisms as a key factor in generating a 'plateau' of nearly constant pressure throughout systole. We also identified a limited number of areas in cellular data, where experimental data were known to be potentially less reliable owing to the limitations of cellular preparations, and thus were able to customize our hypothesis testing to complement reliability of data. In this particular case, the unreliability was related to the fact that cells in vitro generate less tension than they do in vivo. In the case of a mixed-species model such as figure 1a, there would have been many more potential explanations for these differences, as well as a lack of availability of data in correcting these limitations.
Paralleling experimental efforts in the life sciences to relate animal data to human function, these frameworks also have significant potential for improving electromechanical models in other species, in which there are similar differences between pressure and tension generation. From our results, we expect that, in electromechanical models of other species, including velocity-dependent coupling mechanisms is likely also to be of key importance in accurately predicting ventricular pressure. Furthermore, these results also allow us to identify how the reliability of experimental data on the velocity dependence can be improved, by indicating the average tension generated during the experiment, which gives a clearer indication of the quality of the experimental preparation.
Results in studying genetically modified mice
Another major difference between human and mouse modelling is the consistency of data for hearts in health and disease. The majority of invasive cardiac measurements on humans are in diseased patients, and these can have widely varying disease profiles and underlying causes of heart failure. Furthermore, there is a general lack of healthy control data, owing to practical and ethical problems of performing invasive measurements on healthy people.
By contrast, in animal models, there are nearly always healthy controls available as a point of comparison, as this is standard experimental protocol. Furthermore, studies of heart failure in animals tend to involve a specific defect that has been bred into a line, or introduced through genetic manipulation. This process, in turn, allows for detailed studies of a particular type of failure, and testing several hypotheses or intervention without risking human life.
Indeed, the majority of animals now have either been bred with a genetic defect or have been genetically manipulated [3] . Other than their use in studying heart failure, these genetically modified animals are also useful for improving our knowledge of many of the processes involved in cardiac contraction [20] [21] [22] [23] . The mouse is uniquely suitable for genetic manipulation of mammals, with many genetic variants now being investigated using high-throughput techniques [24] , generating a vast amount of data. However, the results of a genetic knockout can often be complex, resulting in many changes in cellular and tissue function. In these cases, a consistent modelling framework provides the ability to integrate data collected in these animals from cellular preparations and in vivo, and make quantitative connections. This allows us to learn more about the physiological mechanisms that are activated in a compensatory response in disease.
We have recently applied our mouse modelling framework to investigate the progression of heart failure in a specific genetic knockout in mice. In these experimental studies, the Serca2 gene, which is an important part of calcium regulation in the cell, was knocked out in adult mice [21] . This led to a significant decrease in the calcium transient, but only a moderate degree of heart failure [25] . Such moderate impairment of pump function was surprising considering the fact that an increase in cellular calcium concentration is the main underlying cause for cardiac contraction. Previous experimental and modelling studies have revealed compensatory mechanisms that limit the decrease in the calcium transient [6, 7, 26, 27] . Most recently, our framework has been applied to look at the temporal progression of heart failure in these genetically modified animals [28] . Results from this study again confirm the importance of a consistent computational model for making quantitative connections between cellular and whole organ data. While the previous experimental results measuring calcium transients were thought to accurately represent cardiac function at the cellular and whole organ scale, investigation of these data using our mouse modelling framework revealed that they are quantitatively incompatible. Specifically, modelling results showed that these calcium transients observed in knockout mice do not result in viable ventricular function, even when taking into account potential compensatory mechanisms by which cells could generate more tension from the observed small change in calcium concentration.
These results have inspired new experiments with the purpose of uncovering factors missing in the in vitro experiments compared with the in vivo environment. After considering potential factors by which calcium dynamics are affected differently in vivo, the experimental protocols on isolated cells were expanded to quantify such effects. Specifically, in the b-adrenergic system, a response by the sympathetic nervous system was shown to be of key importance, allowing the mice to survive the significant decrease in sarco/endoplasmic reticulum Ca 2þ -ATPase (SERCA). This biological system is normally activated in the classic fight-or-flight response, and can be chronically active in disease. When this response was rsfs.royalsocietypublishing.org Interface Focus 3: 20120076 triggered in isolated cells, and the resulting calcium transients used as inputs to the VPM model, the resulting predicted ventricular function accurately matched that of previous pressure-volume measurements in these knockout mice. Thus, in these genetic knockout mice, there appear to be several advantages to increased b-adrenergic stimulation, showing that this kind of stimulation may not be as universally deleterious as sometimes thought. Other studies of heart failure in genetically modified mice by Xiao et al. [29] have also found beneficial effects of b-adrenergic stimulation, and suggest that deleterious side-effects can be prevented by selectively blocking b 1 receptors whose activation can lead to cell death, while maintaining b 2 -based stimulation.
Hypothesis testing in the mouse heart model
Another advantage of a consistent murine heart model is the ability to test competing hypotheses in silico, in areas where there are less available experimental data. The ability to inspect results in great detail can both point to the plausibility of competing hypotheses, as well as inspire new experimental work that can distinguish between competing mechanisms. To further demonstrate this potential in this study, we now provide a further example of the value of this cardiac model by using it to investigate potential hypotheses for the interaction between the heterogeneity in length dependence and generated tension. Cardiac cells are roughly cylindrical, defining a 'fibre direction' along their long axis. Owing to the sensitivity of stretch along this direction (as already discussed earlier), as well as the variation in this fibre direction throughout the heart, activation of cells throughout the heart can be highly heterogeneous in a simulation. Figure 3 shows an example of this variation in tension throughout the heart beat in the VPM heart model. Some heterogeneity in stretch is to be expected in the heart, owing to the aforementioned complex fibre structure. However, there are several assumed drawbacks to a large heterogeneity in tension from a biological perspective. As tension is highly correlated with mechanical work, a heterogeneous distribution of tension is mechanically less efficient, and leads to variation in demand for oxygen and nutrients across the heart. When most of the pump function of the heart is dependent on a relatively small region of tissue, this region has the highest demand for oxygen, making it more vulnerable to failure. Such failure then would be likely to lead to severely impaired pump function, as the regions most likely to fail are those responsible for the majority of the heart's pump function.
Furthermore, research in the past decade has uncovered complex heterogeneity in length-dependent regulation [30, 31] . The majority of length dependence of tension in cardiac myocytes is attributed to the regulation of contractile proteins by titin [32] . Titin is a giant protein, which functions as a molecular spring, plays an important structural role in cardiac cells, and is responsible for most passive tension in cardiac cells [33] . Different forms of titin can have missing segments of the protein, leading to shorter, stiffer, variants. Changes in such 'isoform' proportions over time have been observed across species in response to chronic cardiac stress [30] , and the protein has also been implicated in ischaemic human heart disease [34] . Studies in recent years have uncovered more data on this important protein in experiments on both wild-type and genetically modified mice [22, 31, 35] , although its functional role in the beating heart remains debated. Section 4.1 provides an example of an application of the VPM model to investigate the heterogeneity of tension generation in light of the previous experimental results and modelling predictions described in this section. Specifically, by investigating several simplified models of different hypotheses and considering their plausibility and effect on tension generation, our goal is to learn more about the potential role for length-dependent mechanisms in homogenizing tension generation in the heart.
Transmural heterogeneity
Recent experimental data have shown heterogeneity in length dependence [31] . However, the implications of this effect on whole organ pump function are still unclear. Our modelling approach is to investigate several potential underlying mechanisms that could lead to such heterogeneity, with the assumption that their main function is to homogenize tension. These models are developed to be a simple and abstract representation of a biological mechanism, with the goal of studying these phenomena in general, and not based on the underlying regulation of cardiac proteins. The electronic supplementary material describes the mathematical and computational techniques rsfs.royalsocietypublishing.org Interface Focus 3: 20120076 behind these models in detail. Our first potential mechanism is one of transmural heterogeneity, i.e. we model cells as more sensitive to being stretched depending on whether they are on the outside (epicardium) or inside (endocardium) of the heart. Such variations are already well known from electrophysiology, showing that there exist genetic and developmental markers that can lead to different spatial patterns of gene expression. Figure 4 shows the results for optimal transmural variation, that is, the choice of transmural variation that minimized mean heterogeneity in tension over the cardiac cycle. These show only a mild decrease in heterogeneity, whereas a complex pattern of tension generation remains. First, tension generation near the apex (bottom of the heart) is low, and transmural variation cannot correct for this. Even ignoring the low apical tension generation, depending on the geometry of the heart, different regions may have more or less transmural variation, which makes a single choice for the strength of this variation throughout the heart less effective. Furthermore, the complex fibre structure can result in the mid-myocardial region being significantly different while epi-and endocardium are similar, which is also not well corrected for by increasing tension generation in either side while decreasing the other.
Length-and tension-dependent feedback
Studies showing co-expression of different titin variants in single cells [36] and changes in these different forms of titin over time [30] suggest that there are likely to be more complex mechanisms present in the heart that regulate its expression than the fixed transmural variation. To investigate the effects of such mechanisms, we have created several phenomenological models of potential feedback mechanisms and used them to investigate differences in tension generation after a period of feedback. The first of these models changes the length-dependent properties of tension generation in the cells depending on the average stretch cells experience over a longer time scale. Specifically, we shift these cells towards activation at higher lengths in regions where cells are consistently longer than average, and vice versa. Similarly, we have created a model that shifts length-dependent activation towards higher lengths in cells that generate above average tension over a cardiac cycle, and towards lower lengths in cells that generate below average tension. Figure 5 shows the results of these simulations, from which we can see that both these mechanisms are more likely to result in more homogeneous tension than a simple transmural variation. These simulations also show that tension-dependent feedback is more effective in adjusting the low apical tension generation, but in both cases transmural variation is significantly reduced. In the case of tension-dependent feedback, we can see that there is a clear increase in heterogeneity during the later phases in which the heart is more relaxed. This may point to an inherent conflict between minimizing variability in tension across the entire cardiac cycle.
Discussion and conclusion
This study summarizes the work on an integrative electromechanical framework for mouse modelling, the use of VPH tools in its development, the advantages of this model and its potential for interpreting experimental data. The framework has been used to infer data about coupling mechanisms from ventricular data provided from healthy mice, via integration within species-specific models with carefully quantified uncertainty embedded within the parametrization process. Furthermore, the VPM framework has been used to provide insights into the progression of heart function in genetically modified mice, temporally tracking increasing heart failure and its compensatory mechanisms. This approach has already inspired physiologists to perform new experiments, where model results show that previously measured cellular and ventricular function is quantitatively incompatible without incorporating the effects of additional systemic physiological mechanisms that influence the heart. These physiological insights were made possible by careful species-and temperature-specific modelling, resulting in clear model-based hypotheses. However, such model development should be seen in the context of previously obtained knowledge of the dependencies of various physiological processes on species and temperature. For example, as measurements such as action potential morphology [37] and calcium to troponin binding [38] are known to be not very temperature dependent, they can be taken from lower temperature data. By contrast, the function of ion pumps is increased by 1.5-2.5 times for a 108C increase in temperature [39] , and the dynamics of cross bridges can be even more sensitive to such changes [38] . Thus, the development of a species-specific model requires careful attention to both the experimental conditions and the influence of these conditions on the experimental measurements used for model development.
Finally, in this study, we have used the framework to test several potential mechanisms for homogenizing tension rsfs.royalsocietypublishing.org Interface Focus 3: 20120076 generation in the heart, identifying further areas for experimental studies. In this particular investigation, we found that heterogeneity of tension generation is complex, and does not consist of simple transmural or apex-to-base gradient. While a simple transmural heterogeneity does little to improve heterogeneous tension development, dynamic mechanisms such as length-and tension-dependent feedback were shown to be more effective. Furthermore, our results show that a tension-dependent mechanism is likely to have consequences for diastolic filling of the ventricle. This is caused by an increased heterogeneity in the usually very low diastolic tension giving rise to a higher mean diastolic tension that can impair filling. Mechanisms related to passive tension of titin are already known to exist in cardiac cells, making them more likely to be co-opted for other pathways. Thus, if there are titin-based mechanisms present that work to homogenize tension, given these model results we hypothesize that such regulation is likely to be length or passive tension dependent. Novel experiments that determine in vivo variation in titin isoforms could lend further experimental support to these findings. As our study was carried out with the assumption of homogeneous calcium dynamics throughout the ventricle, we cannot exclude mechanisms in calcium dynamics and excitation-contraction coupling which homogenize tension. Indeed, such variation is known to exist from experiments, with both transmural and apical/septal variations in action potential and excitation-contraction coupling having been characterized by experiments and mathematical models [15, 40, 41] , and has been represented by other mouse models [15] . We can conclude from our results that, if such a mechanism is dominant, including apex-to-base heterogeneity is likely to be important, as we showed a linear transmural gradient in excitation-contraction coupling is less effective at homogenizing tension. Given sufficient data to characterize the heterogeneity in calcium dynamics across the heart, this information could be included in future work to investigate the rsfs.royalsocietypublishing.org Interface Focus 3: 20120076 effects of this mechanism on tension heterogeneity. Alternatively, calcium dynamics could be set to result in optimal homogeneity, similar to the feedback-type models in this study, and results compared with experimental data where available. Finally, we have used homogeneity in tension as a substitute for work performed by the cell. The suitability of this approximation should be considered as well in any future work. In this study, we have discussed the similarities and advantages that cardiac models of mice have compared with a human model. Although mice have many advantages as an experimental animal, including their small size, low maintenance costs, rapid gestation, availability of inbred lines and ease of genetic manipulation, they also have a number of limitations [20] . Their small heart size limits some experiments and devices such as catheters are more likely to influence measurements. Although mice, rats and other rodents are evolutionarily closer to humans than the larger mammals used for cardiac experiments [42] , they are significantly different in several ways, which creates limitations for using them to understand human physiology [43] . When compared with humans, mice have higher heart rates and a significantly different action potential morphology, which has implications for studying electrophysiological diseases in particular, such as long QT syndrome [44] . Second, calcium cycling is more dependent on intracellular cycling, which increases the effects of impaired SERCA pump function. Thus, the genetic knockout of the Serca2 gene potentially overestimates the effect of decreased levels of SERCA protein. Nevertheless, the mouse still relies on very similar underlying physiological mechanisms for electrophysiology and tension generation, which makes many of the results obtained in these animals qualitatively valid in other mammalian species.
In conclusion, a virtual physiological mouse heart model has the potential to be the basis for a wide variety of research in mice, and has already led to several new physiological insights. Through providing tools and biological insights, the VPM framework can advance cardiac modelling across species.
